
Five musicians are talking about starting a blues band. Figure out the band name suggested by the 32-year-old musician.

Shirt: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Bryan, Dustin, Elbert, Joey, Larry

Instrument: bass, drums, guitar, harmonica, piano

Band: Apocalypse Blues, Bear Blues, Blues Up, Lazy Blues, The

Blues Cathedral

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years

Juice: apple, grapefruit, lemon, orange, strawberry

The Harmonica player is exactly to the left of the

Guitarist.

The man wearing the Blue shirt is somewhere between

the oldest musician and the man wearing the Red shirt,

in that order.

Larry is at one of the ends.

The musician that plays Harmonica is next to the man

that is drinking Apple juice.

At the second position is the man drinking Strawberry

juice.

The Drummer is somewhere to the right of the man

wearing the Blue shirt.

Larry is next to the musician that suggested the band

name Lazy Blues.

Bryan is next to the Pianist.

At one of the ends is the youngest musician.

The Pianist suggested the band name Apocalypse

Blues.

The 28-year-old man is exactly to the left of the 30-

year-old man.

The musician wearing the Green shirt is somewhere to

the left of the musician that suggested the band name

Bear Blues.

Joey is next to the man wearing the Blue shirt.

The musician drinking Grapefruit is exactly to the right

of the musician that suggested the band name The

Blues Cathedral.

The man drinking Grapefruit is wearing the Green

shirt.

The man drinking Lemon juice is somewhere between

the man wearing the White shirt and the 30-year-old

man, in that order.

The musician that suggested the band name Blues Up

is exactly to the right of the man wearing the Red shirt.

At the �rst position is the Piano player.

Dustin is next to the musician that suggested the band

name The Blues Cathedral.

The Harmonica player is exactly to the right of the man

wearing the Red shirt.
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Five musicians are talking about starting a blues band. Figure out the band name suggested by the 32-year-old musician.

Shirt: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Bryan, Dustin, Elbert, Joey, Larry

Instrument: bass, drums, guitar, harmonica, piano

Band: Apocalypse Blues, Bear Blues, Blues Up, Lazy Blues, The

Blues Cathedral

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years

Juice: apple, grapefruit, lemon, orange, strawberry

The Harmonica player is exactly to the left of the

Guitarist.

The man wearing the Blue shirt is somewhere between

the oldest musician and the man wearing the Red shirt,

in that order.

Larry is at one of the ends.

The musician that plays Harmonica is next to the man

that is drinking Apple juice.

At the second position is the man drinking Strawberry

juice.

The Drummer is somewhere to the right of the man

wearing the Blue shirt.

Larry is next to the musician that suggested the band

name Lazy Blues.

Bryan is next to the Pianist.

At one of the ends is the youngest musician.

The Pianist suggested the band name Apocalypse

Blues.

The 28-year-old man is exactly to the left of the 30-

year-old man.

The musician wearing the Green shirt is somewhere to

the left of the musician that suggested the band name

Bear Blues.

Joey is next to the man wearing the Blue shirt.

The musician drinking Grapefruit is exactly to the right

of the musician that suggested the band name The

Blues Cathedral.

The man drinking Grapefruit is wearing the Green

shirt.

The man drinking Lemon juice is somewhere between

the man wearing the White shirt and the 30-year-old

man, in that order.

The musician that suggested the band name Blues Up

is exactly to the right of the man wearing the Red shirt.

At the �rst position is the Piano player.

Dustin is next to the musician that suggested the band

name The Blues Cathedral.

The Harmonica player is exactly to the right of the man

wearing the Red shirt.
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Shirt whi�� bl�� ��d gr��n black

Name Larry Bryan Joey Dustin Elbert

Instrument piano bass drums harmonica guitar

Band Apoc��yp�� Bl��s Lazy Bl��s T�� Bl��s Cat��dr�� Bl��s Up Bear Bl��s

Age 34 years 32 years 28 years 30 years 26 years

Juice orange strawberry ��mon grape��uit app��
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